The present invention provides a protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve which exerts its effect through a different mechanism from that of conventional therapeutic agents and can be taken for long periods. The present invention is the protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve which comprises a compound with aldose reductase inhibiting activity such as the compound represented by the following general formula as an active ingredient. A preferable compound thereof is (2S,4S)-6-fluoro-2,5'-dioxospiro[croman-4,4'-imidazolidine]-2-carboxamide:

[Formula 1]

wherein X represents a halogen atom or a hydrogen atom, R1 and R2 independently represent a hydrogen atom or an optionally substituted C1 to C6 alkyl group, or R1 and R2, together with a nitrogen atom bound thereto, or optionally another nitrogen atom or an oxygen atom, are combined to form a 5- to 6-membered heterocycle.
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PROTECTIVE AGENT FOR RETINAL NERVE OR OPTIC NERVE

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve which comprises a compound with aldose reductase inhibiting activity as an active ingredient.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A variety of retinal degenerative diseases with retinal neuronal cell death are a major cause of blindness. That is, functional visual loss such as decrease in visual acuity and defect in the visual field is caused by degeneration and loss of the retina and optic nerves due to persistent or acute ocular hypertension, ischemia, and inflammation. Usually, the retina and optic nerves do not regenerate. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to regain the lost function.

[0003] Particularly, primary open-angle glaucoma is a leading cause of blindness in industrialized countries. Intraocular pressure-lowering therapy based on medication or laser trabeculectomy has been performed. However, it is possible to slow the progression of glaucoma, but the prevention and improvement in the progress are still difficult. Particularly, acute primary angle-closure glaucoma shows rapid and high functional visual loss and has a high risk of blindness. Although early intraocular pressure-lowering therapy is performed, satisfied treatment results are currently not achieved. Recently, normal tension glaucoma has received attention because of increased morbidity. Although intraocular pressure-lowering therapy is effective in the case, prevention of progression has not been achieved. Since circumstances of the glaucomatous treatment are described above, there is a need of a novel pharmacotherapy which does not depend on intraocular pressure which is the cause of glaucoma.

[0004] The number of patients with age-related macular degeneration is increasing as the aging of society. In the treatment of exudative age-related macular degeneration, choroidal neovascular vessels are destroyed with laser beam. However, the treatment cannot be applied to the central part of the macula lutea and thus there is a need of a novel pharmacotherapy.

[0005] Further, photoagulation is performed for branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO), central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO), diabetic retinopathy and diabetic maculopathy. Although the proliferation of neovascular vessels is suppressed, the inflammation and circulatory disorder of retina are induced and decreased visual acuity is easily caused, which is a concern. Additionally, in vitreous surgery for severe maculopathy and severe proliferative retinopathy, a rapid ischemic reperfusion state is caused by the surgery. Visual recovery is not observed or is significantly delayed, which is bothering clinicians and patients. For these reasons, there is a need of a novel pharmacotherapy which prevents deterioration in visual function due to ophthalmic surgical treatment.

[0006] On the other hand, the present applicant has found (2S,4S)-6-fluoro-2',5'-dioxospiro[chroman-4,4',4'-imidazolidine]-2-carboxamide (generic name: Fidarestat), i.e., a potent aldose reductase (AR) inhibitor. The compound has been developed as a compound which ensures high safety even if it is administered over long periods. Currently, its effect as a therapeutic agent for diabetic neuropathy has been studied in clinical trials.

[0007] With reference to the hydantoin derivative including fidarestat, the application to diabetic neuropathy is described in Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open (JP-A) No. 61-200091, the application to circulatory system disease is described in JP-A No. 4-173791, the application to age-related diseases is described in JP-A No. 6-135968, the application to simple diabetic retinopathy is described in JP-A No. 7-242547, the application to diabetic keratopathy is described in JP-A No. 8-231549, the application to diabetic maculopathy is described in WO2005/072066, the application to severe diabetic retinopathy is described in WO2005/079792, and the application to impaired cardiac function or myocardial damage resulting from ischemia or ischemia reperfusion is described in WO2006/090699. However, the use of the compound as the protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve is completely unknown. Further, the use of other aldose reductase inhibitors as the protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve has not been reported.

[0008] As described above, in the preventive or therapeutic agent for functional visual loss resulting from retinal ischemia or ischemia-reperfusion injury, there is a strong need of an effective and safer therapeutic agent in clinical practice. Particularly, from the viewpoint of the safety of medical treatment and ophthalmic surgical treatment, there is a strong need of a safer pharmacotherapy which can be used over a long period of time. An objective of the present invention is to provide a protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve which can be taken for long periods.

[0009] The present inventors have proposed a therapeutic agent based on a new concept, i.e., a neuroprotective drug for retinal nerve or optic nerve in view of the above circumstances. The therapeutic agent has an action mechanism different from conventional drugs which secondarily protect retinal nerve or optic nerve by enhancing intraocular pressure and intraocular inflammation responsible for glaucoma. In other words, the therapeutic agent has little effect on ocular hypertension, inflammation, or thrombus which leads to retinal nerve degeneration and protects retinal nerve or optic nerve.

[0010] In the present invention, mouse models with acute ophthalmic artery occlusion, namely, mouse models with ophthalmic artery occlusion have been produced and the neuroprotective effect of the compound with aldose reductase (AR) inhibiting activity on retinal nerve or optic nerve has been evaluated. As a result, it is found that AR gene defect or the administration of the compound with aldose reductase (AR) inhibiting activity is effective for the loss of retinal ganglion cells which is caused by ischemic reperfusion in the mouse ophthalmic artery. That is, the present invention is the
protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve which comprises the compound with aldose reductase (AR) inhibiting activity as an active ingredient.

[0011] The protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve of the present invention can be used, for example, as a preventive or therapeutic agent for decrease or deterioration in visual function. Here, examples of the decrease or deterioration in visual function include conditions resulting from retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in glaucoma, maculopathy, uveitis, or ocular vascular occlusion.

[0012] Further, for example, the retinal ischemia reperfusion injury is the one occurring after phacoemulsification, vitreous surgery or medication for age-related macular degeneration, diabetic maculopathy, diabetic retinopathy, branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO), or central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO), the one occurring after medication or laser trabeculoplasty for primary open-angle glaucoma or normal tension glaucoma, the one occurring after medication, laser iridotomy, or surgical iridectomy for primary angle-closure glaucoma, or the one occurring after thrombolytic therapy for refractory optic neuropathy.

[0013] As the compound with aldose reductase (AR) inhibiting activity, the hydantoin derivative represented by the following general formula is listed. A preferable example of the hydantoin derivative is \(25R,4S\)-6-fluoro-2,5-dioxo-octahydro-3H-dispiro[chroman-4,4'-imidazolidine]-2-carboxamide (generic name: Fidarestat).

![Formula 1]

wherein X represents a halogen atom or a hydrogen atom, R1 and R2 independently represent a hydrogen atom or an optionally substituted C1 to C6 alkyl group, or R1 and R2, together with a nitrogen atom bound thereto, or optionally another nitrogen atom or an oxygen atom, are combined to form a 5- to 6-membered heterocycle.

[0014] Other examples of the compound with aldose reductase (AR) inhibiting activity include Ranirestat (AS-3201), ARI-809, Epalrestat, Zopolrestat, Zenarestat, Tolerstat, Imirestat, Ponalrestat, Voglistat, TAT (WP-921), M-160209, SG-210, and NZ-314.

[0015] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided use of the compound with aldose reductase inhibiting activity for manufacturing the protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve. With reference to the matter, subordinate concepts of the present invention are established as with the present invention of the above-described agent.

[0016] According to the present invention, there is provided the protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve which is effective against functional visual loss resulting from retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury. Especially, when Fidarestat is used as an aldose reductase (AR) inhibitor, the protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve of the present invention shows significant effects at low doses, can be administered over a long period of time, and is not problematic from a safety standpoint.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] FIG. 1 shows the effect of fidarestat on retinal ganglion cell death in mouse models with ophthalmic artery occlusion.

[0018] FIG. 2 shows the effect of AR gene-deficient mice on retinal ganglion cell death in mouse models with ophthalmic artery occlusion.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0019] Herein below, the present invention will be more specifically described.

[0020] The present invention is a protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve which comprises the compound with aldose reductase (AR) inhibiting activity as an active ingredient. The protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve of the present invention has, for example, a preventive or therapeutic effect for decrease or deterioration in visual function.

[0021] Here, the term “decrease or deterioration in visual function” means decrease in visual acuity or defect in the visual field. Examples thereof include conditions resulting from retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in glaucoma, maculopathy, uveitis, or ocular vascular occlusion. Examples of the glaucoma include primary open-angle glaucoma, primary angle-closure glaucoma, acute angle-closure glaucoma, secondary glaucoma (neovascular glaucoma, steroid-induced glaucoma), and developmental glaucoma. Examples of the maculopathy include retinitis pigmentosa, maculopathy accompanied by edema or neovascular vessel, and age-related macular degeneration. Examples of the cause of uveitis include Behcet’s disease, Harada’s disease, sarcoidosis, and unknown causes. Examples of ocular vascular occlusion include branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO), central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO), central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO), and refractory optic neuropathy (ischemic optic neuropathy caused by circulatory disorder in the nutrient vessels of the optic nerve such as cerebral infarction or transient ischemic attack).

[0022] For example, the retinal ischemia reperfusion injury is the one occurring after phacoemulsification, vitreous surgery or medication of VEGF or steroid for age-related macular degeneration, diabetic maculopathy, diabetic retinopathy, branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO), or central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO), the one occurring after medication or laser trabeculoplasty for primary open-angle glaucoma or normal tension glaucoma, the one occurring after medication, laser iridotomy, or surgical iridectomy for primary angle-closure glaucoma, or the one occurring after thrombolytic therapy for refractory optic neuropathy.

[0023] As a compound with aldose reductase (AR) inhibiting activity, a hydantoin derivative represented by the following general formula is listed.
wherein X represents a halogen atom or a hydrogen atom, R1 and R2 independently represent a hydrogen atom or an optionally substituted C1 to C6 alkyl group, or R1 and R2, together with a nitrogen atom bound thereto, or optionally another nitrogen atom or an oxygen atom, are combined to form a 5- to 6-membered heterocycle.

[0024] In the hydantoin derivative, it is preferable that X is fluorine. It is preferable that R2 and R2 are hydrogen atom or C1-3 alkyl group which may be substituted. Among them, the most preferable compound is (2S,4S)-6-fluoro-2,5-dioxo-spiro[4,4'-imidazolidine]-2-carboxyamide (generic name: Fidarestat).

[0025] Further, other examples of the compound with aldose reductase (AR) inhibiting activity include Ranirestat (AS-3201), AR-809, Epulrestat, Zopolrestat, Zenarestat, Tolrestat, Imitrestat, Ponalexstat, Voglastat, TAT (WP-921), M-160209, SG-210, and NZ-514.

[0026] Although a protective agent for retinal nerve or optic nerve in the present invention varies depending on the compound being selected, the protective agent can be administered as oral formulations such as tablets, capsules, powders, pellets, solutions, or syrup by usual formulation techniques, or as parenteral formulations such as eye drops, injectable solutions, or suppositories. In the case of solid formulations, when formulating, pharmaceutically acceptable vehicles such as starch, lactose, sucrose, glucose, crystalline cellulose, carboxy cellulose, carboxymethyl cellulose, carboxy ethyl cellulose, calcium phosphate, magnesium stearate, and gum arabic can be used. If necessary, lubricants, binders, disintegrating agents, coating agents, coloring agents, and the like can be mixed therewith. Alternatively, in the case of liquid formulation, stabilizers, dissolving aids, suspending agents, emulsifying agents, buffer agents, preservatives, and the like can be used.

[0027] The dosage administered will vary depending upon the compound to be selected, symptoms, age, mode of administration, dosage form, and the like. In the usual case, the dosage of the above-mentioned compound is in the range of 0.1 to 200 mg/day, more preferably 1 to 100 mg/day in adults, which can be administered in one dose or the dose can be split into several doses on a daily basis. The above description is most suitable for, particularly the case where fidarestat is used as the aldose reductase (AR) inhibitor.

EXAMPLES

1. Test Method

[0028] In the experiment, mouse models with acute ophthalmic artery infarction, namely, mouse models with ophthalmic artery infarction were used. In Experiment 1, eight to ten-week-old C57BL/6N normal mice (wild type mice) were used and the therapeutic efficacy of fidarestat as the compound with aldose reductase (AR) inhibiting activity was evaluated. Here, those mice were divided into two groups: a control group to which only vehicle was administered and a fidarestat administered group to which fidarestat was administered. In Experiment 2, eight to ten-week-old C57BL/6N normal mice (wild type mice: AR+/+ mice) and AR gene-deficient mice (AR−/− mice) were used and the role of AR was examined. Here, those mice were divided into two groups: a wild type mouse group (AR+/+ mice) and an AR gene-deficient mouse group (AR−/− mice) and a drug administered group was not used.

[0029] Used mice (24 to 28 g of body weight) were subjected to intraluminal suture with nylon monofilament under gas anesthesia. A nylon filament was inserted into the right internal carotid artery at the bifurcation of the middle cerebral artery and the anterior cerebral artery from the common carotid artery. The mice were subjected to retinal ischemia in the right eye. The filament was pulled 2 hours after the ischemia and reperfusion was performed for 22 hours. On the other hand, left eye was evaluated as a normal control eye. In order to confirm ischemia or reperfusion, relative cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the middle cerebral artery was monitored with a laser Doppler meter during the experiment. Decrease in the rCBF of 75% or more was defined as middle cerebral artery ischemia. The drug was administered 15 minutes before reperfusion starts by forced intragastric administration. At the end of the experiment, the isolated eyes were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C overnight. The retinal ganglion cell layer was subjected to hematoxylin and eosin stain. Then, the number of surviving retinal ganglion cells was observed and measured. In this regard, cells which showed pyknotic nuclei were defined as non-surviving cells. All cells of the retina ganglionic layer in each retina section were measured. Further, all measurements were performed by a blind fashion.

2. Results

(1) Pathological Findings of Survival of Retinal Ganglion Cells

Experiment 1

[0030] When retinal ischemia was performed for 2 hours, followed by ischemia reperfusion for 22 hours, the finding showing retinal ganglion cell death (indicated by black arrows) was observed in the side of retinal ischemia in the control group (FIG. 1: D2). However, in the side of no retinal ischemia, the finding showing retinal ganglion cell death was not observed (FIG. 1: D1). On the other hand, the finding of showing retinal ganglion cell death was not observed in the side of retinal ischemia or the side of no retinal ischemia in the fidarestat administered group (FIG. 1: D3, D4).

Experiment 2

[0031] In the side of retinal ischemia in the wild type mouse group, the finding showing retinal ganglion cell death was observed (FIG. 2: A2). However, the finding showing retinal ganglion cell death was not observed in the side of retinal ischemia in the AR gene-deficient mouse group (FIG. 2: A4). On the other hand, as for the side of no retinal ischemia in both
mouse groups, the finding showing retinal ganglion cell death was not observed (FIG. 2: A1, A3).

(2) The Number of Surviving Retinal Ganglion Cells

Experiment 1

Results are shown in Table 1. The number of surviving retinal ganglion cells present on the side of retinal ischemia in the control group was significantly decreased as compared with that on the side of no retinal ischemia (P<0.001). On the other hand, the number of surviving retinal ganglion cells present on the side of retinal ischemia in the fidelastat administered group was significantly increased as compared with that in the control group (P<0.001). As for the side of no retinal ischemia, difference in the number of surviving retinal ganglion cells in the fidelastat administered group and the control group was not observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effect of fidelastat on the number of surviving retinal ganglion cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Side of no retinal ischemia</th>
<th>Side of retinal ischemia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>24 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fidelastat administered group</td>
<td>21 ± 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of surviving retinal ganglion cells per 1 um of retina section, average ± SEM. **P<0.001: Side of retinal ischemia vs side of no retinal ischemia in the control group. ***P<0.001: Side of retinal ischemia in the fidelastat administered group vs side of retinal ischemia in the control group.

Experiment 2

Results are shown in Table 2. The number of surviving retinal ganglion cells present on the side of retinal ischemia in the wild type mouse group was significantly decreased as compared with that on the side of no retinal ischemia (P<0.001). On the other hand, the number of surviving retinal ganglion cells present on the side of retinal ischemia in the AR gene-deficient mouse group was significantly increased as compared with that in the wild type mouse group (P<0.001). As for the side of no retinal ischemia, difference in the number of surviving retinal ganglion cells in the wild-type mouse group and the AR gene-deficient mouse group was not observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effect of AR gene-deficient mice on the number of surviving retinal ganglion cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Side of no retinal ischemia</th>
<th>Side of retinal ischemia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild-type mice</td>
<td>23 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR gene-deficient mice</td>
<td>18 ± 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of surviving retinal ganglion cells per 1 um of retina section, average ± SEM. **P<0.001: Side of retinal ischemia vs side of no retinal ischemia in the wild-type mouse. ***P<0.001: Side of retinal ischemia in the wild-type mice vs side of no retinal ischemia in the AR gene-deficient mice.

3. Discussion

Retinal ganglion cells play a critical role in photoreception and neurotransmission in the retina. It is believed that the degeneration or loss of retinal ganglion cells causes visual function damage such as decrease in visual acuity and defect in the visual field. This time, the effect of fidelastat on retinal ganglion cells and the effect of AR gene defect were examined using mouse models with acute ophthalmic artery occlusion, namely, mouse models with ophthalmic artery occlusion. As a result, fidelastat showed remarkable effectiveness against retinal ganglion cell death after retinal ischemia reperfusion and reduction in the number of surviving retinal ganglion cells. Further, the effect was almost equal to that of the AR gene defect.

These results show that the aldose reductase (AR) inhibitor such as fidelastat is effective for protecting the retina and/or optic nerve from cell degeneration or cell loss of the retina nerve and/or optic nerve which is caused by chronic or acute retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in glaucoma, maculopathy, uveitis, or ocular vascular occlusion. In other words, it is suggested that the aldose reductase (AR) inhibitor such as fidelastat has a preventive or therapeutic effect for decrease or deterioration in visual function such as decrease in visual acuity or defect in the visual field which is caused by cell degeneration or cell dropout of the retina nerve and/or optic nerve.

1-14. (canceled)

15. A method for protecting retinal nerve or optic nerve from cell death or cell degeneration resulting from retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion comprising administering to a subject an effective amount of a compound represented by the following general formula 1:

[Formula 1]

wherein X represents a halogen atom or a hydrogen atom, R1 and R2 independently represent a hydrogen atom or C1 to C6 alkyl group.

16. The method for protecting retinal nerve or optic nerve from cell death or cell degeneration resulting from retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion according to claim 15, wherein the ocular vascular occlusion is selected from the group consisting of branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO), central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO), central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO), refractory optic neuropathy, and age-related macular degeneration.

17. The method for protecting retinal nerve or optic nerve from cell death or cell degeneration resulting from retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion according to claim 15, wherein the retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion is the one occurring after photoocoagulation, vitreous surgery, or medication, for branch retinal vein occlusion (BRVO).

18. The method for protecting retinal nerve or optic nerve from cell death or cell degeneration resulting from retinal
ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion according to claim 15, wherein the retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion is the one occurring after photocoagulation, vitreous surgery, or medication, for central retinal vein occlusion (CRVO).

19. The method for protecting retinal nerve or optic nerve from cell death or cell degeneration resulting from retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion according to claim 15, wherein the retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion is the one occurring after thrombolytic therapy for refractory optic neuropathy.

20. The method for protecting retinal nerve or optic nerve from cell death or cell degeneration resulting from retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion according to claim 15, wherein the retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion is the one occurring after photocoagulation, vitreous surgery, or medication, for age-related macular degeneration.

21. The method for protecting retinal nerve or optic nerve from cell death or cell degeneration resulting from retinal ischemia or retinal ischemia reperfusion injury in ocular vascular occlusion according to claim 15, wherein the compound represented by the general formula 1 is (2S,4S)-6-fluoro-2', 5'-dioxospiro[chroman-4,4'-imidazolidine]-2-carboxamide (fidarestat).